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                  19th June 2023 
 
Dear parents and carers, 
  
I am really thrilled to be able to pen a few words in support of Mr Roberts OFSTED 
comments and the attached report. We should all be incredibly proud of the amazing 
work and commitment shown by all of our staff, governors and yourselves in creating 
and sustaining an incredible environment for all of our children to thrive and learn. 
Not only that they feel safe and secure when engaging in all the fabulous activities 
carried out.  
 
I met the inspectors when they arrived and was supported by our board throughout 
the day and into the evening. I have responded to the inspectorate on the report and 
have had detailed discussions with the governing board and leadership team on stuff 
we can do even better. I am immensely proud of what we achieve at All Saints and 
this is down to every single one of us that comes to site. Our staff are amazing, you 
all engage and support us, and ASSA and governors work tirelessly to ensure our 
children get the absolute best possible education and create memories that will stay 
with them throughout their whole lives. The report to me positively confirms we are 
spending our energy wisely and that we are focusing on exactly the right areas, this 
is backed up by results, data and independent reports conducted on us. 
  
I shall finish by thanking everybody again, it is the effects of all combing together that 
gives us our strength. Please enjoy the sunshine while it lasts, and I look forward to 
continuing our amazing journey together. My own daughter is just completing her 
time at the Gryphon, and I wish our 2023 leavers every success when they advance 
to senior school in September. 
 
 
 
 
 
James Smyth 
Chair off Governors 
  

 
 
 



 
 


